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Our previous white paper, “Not Your Grandfather’s Filing Cabinet,” (download at www.metaviewer.com) discussed
the problems and inefficiencies caused by paper documents, and explored how going paperless can help alleviate
these issues and benefit your organization. This white paper, the second in a three-part series, details the steps that
your company can take to enjoy the benefits of a paperless office by choosing the right AP automation solution.

A Paper Takeover
Despite the promise of electronic invoicing, many accounts payable (AP) departments remain awash in paper
invoices and other payables documents.
Twenty-one percent of respondents to the Institute of Financial Management (IOFM) 2015 AP technology
survey said they receive the majority of their non-purchase order (PO) invoices as paper. Thirty-seven percent
of respondents reported that they receive the majority of their PO-based invoices via paper, while 15 percent of
respondents stated that they receive the majority of their check requests for vendors as paper.
How many invoices do you estimate your accounts payable department processes per month,
and what percentage are paper-based?
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All of this paper has a major impact on AP processing costs, efficiency and cycle times.
For instance, 56.6 percent of respondents to IOFM’s survey said their AP department processes less than six percent
of their invoices without operator intervention. More than three-quarters of respondents to the survey (78.4
percent) process less than half of their invoices straight-through.
What percentage of invoices does your organization process straight through
without any manual touch?
Don’t know, 6.6%
76 to 100 percent, 5.7%
67 to 75 percent, 3.8%
51 to 66 percent, 5.7%
0 to 5 percent, 56.6%
34 to 50 percent, 1.9%
26 to 33 percent, 5.7%
11 to 25 percent , 5.7%

6 to 10 percent, 8.5%

Complicating matters, between two and seven percent of documents are misfiled, resulting in handling costs of
$120 per document, reports Prism International. What’s more, executives and their staff spend 150 hours per year
looking for these misplaced documents.
Not surprisingly, organizations are planning to deploy technology to digitize paper invoices and extract and
validate data from all invoices. Front-end imaging, back-end imaging and automated data capture are the top
automation priorities of organizations surveyed by IOFM in 2015.
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Figure . Which of the following solutions do you use now and intend to use in the future?
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Source: 2015 AP Technology Survey

Similarly, workflow/invoice approval ranks sixth among the top automation priorities of organizations that
responded to the survey.
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Automation eliminates the challenges of paper-based AP processing. Twenty-nine percent of AP departments
surveyed by the Association for Information and Image Management (AIIM) in 2014 reported a 50 percent
reduction in invoice processing costs as a result of automating AP processes. In addition, 43 percent of AP
departments surveyed reported faster invoice processing cycle times as a result of automating, and 42 percent of
AP departments said automation has provided their department with better monitoring of invoice status.
Unfortunately, selecting the wrong technology or solutions partner undermines the benefits of automation. To
prevent this from happening, we’ll discuss seven steps to keep in mind when you begin to explore AP automation
solution vendors and their offerings to make sure you’re getting the best system for your business.

Seven Steps to Choosing the Right Solution
It is clear that better invoice processing is important to companies, and that many companies have achieved
increased efficiency and overall positive results from AP automation. Following the seven steps below ensures that
organizations achieve return on investment (ROI) on automation initiatives:
1. Set your objectives: Creating short-term and long-term goals is the first step of selecting an AP
automation solution. Common objectives for deploying document management or paperless AP
automation in an AP department include: eliminating paper handling and manual keying; reducing
labor costs; facilitating invoice approvals by remote employees; enhancing supplier visibility into the
status of invoices; better integrating AP with other systems and processes for faster approvals and
enhanced visibility; and automating a specific task without reengineering the entire AP process.
Setting these objectives keeps the evaluation team focused on what’s important.
2. Clearly define the processing requirements: It also is important to develop functional requirements
before diving into technology evaluations. More than 20 percent of AP departments surveyed in 2014
for AIIM’s “Automating AP/AR Financial Processes” report indicated that mapping current processes was
their biggest challenge in implementing an AP automation solution. Start by performing a thorough
analysis of the total volume of invoices and payables documents processed by your AP department
each month, the types of AP documents that need to be captured and processed, the processing that
needs to be performed as part of the AP process and any staff that needs to participate in approval,
posting and exceptions processes and their functional responsibilities. Prospective vendors should be
able to provide a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer to well-defined processing requirements, or a brief explanation for
‘areas of grey.’ Be sure to involve front-line staff in developing the functional requirements. Front-line
employees can provide valuable insights into the current challenges with paper-based processes.
Involving staff who will use the system on a day-to-day basis also will lead to a smoother transition
after the new system is implemented. And be sure to solicit feedback from stakeholders such as
procurement and treasury early-on to avoid functional silos, and to ensure that their needs are met;
their support can be key in winning project backing from senior management. If you are using a
request for proposals (RFP) as part of your evaluation, resist the temptation to haphazardly include
a laundry list of questions; the overwhelming amount of data the evaluation team receives back
from vendors may distract them from the system requirements that are most important to users and
stakeholders.
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3. Get technical: Approximately 10 percent of AP departments surveyed by AIIM in 2014 identified
“understanding the technology” as their top challenge in implementing paperless AP automation.
Evaluation teams must ensure that the solution will meet critical technical capabilities such as
automated indexing, intelligent routing and approval, collaboration, exceptions resolution, archival
and retrieval and retention management. Be sure the solution allows users to configure workflow
rules to eliminate manual paper handling, help eliminate bottlenecks and ensure the control and
tracking of documents. Evaluation teams also must consider the location of users and their functional
responsibilities, the resources required to configure, implement and support the AP system and the
initial and long-term licensing, labor and infrastructure costs. Also consider the level of integration
required with downstream systems such as enterprise resource planning (ERP), like Microsoft Dynamics,
and general ledger (GL) solutions. Issues integrating document management solutions with legacy
financial systems was the primary implementation challenge identified by AP departments surveyed
for AIIM’s report. Tight integration with ERP and GL systems enhances the automation solution’s
usability and improves payback on both the solution and the ERP or GL system. Look for a document
management solution that integrates with downstream systems with as little programming as possible.
Also validate any vendor claims regarding flexible deployment options (e.g. on premise and/or via
the cloud), ease-of-use and system scalability (e.g. ask vendors for references from customers with
more users than you anticipate having). Ensure the solution is configurable without the need for a
programmer (or vendor fees); asking vendors how they address unique requirements may uncover
areas that require customization. Create a vendor pricing matrix that includes standard functionality,
add-on features, capabilities that require customization fees and maintenance and support expenses.
Vendors also should show that their solution meets your corporate standards for audit, compliance,
reporting and security. And consider requiring finalists to demonstrate their software using your AP
documents; slick generic product demonstrations may not look so hot with real-world documents. Also
determine whether the document management solution could be extended to meet the needs of
other departments, such as accounts receivable (AR), and human resources (HR).
4. Look beyond a vendor’s brochures: Evaluation teams must carefully investigate potential technology
vendors with an eye towards finding a business partner. The last thing you want is to choose a vendor
that will “sell and run.” Start by creating a short list of potential vendors based on vendor-neutral
thought leaders such as industry magazines and buyer’s guides. Next, validate vendor claims through
third-party references, preferably with end-users whose processing requirements are similar to your
own. Ask references about their experience during implementation, the ease of use of the system, the
vendor’s level of support and compliance with service level agreements and their satisfaction with
enhancements to the solution. Don’t hesitate to ask references whether they are meeting their business
case for their AP automation initiatives. Also dig into the vendor’s organization: understand the
company’s history and the tenure of the executive team, review the company’s financial statements,
gage the company’s stability, learn the company’s recent growth trends and determine the number
of customers the company has in your industry and its customer retention rate. Evaluation teams
should also understand the vendor’s user support options, including hours of support and whether
the service is inter-company or outsourced. In addition, it’s important to get a clear picture of the
vendor’s commitment to research and development. Make sure to also ask the vendor how frequently
software enhancements and bug fixes are released and the process that customers use to request
software enhancements. Also look for vendors that are certified by third-parties. For instance, Microsoft
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Dynamics users should investigate whether a vendor is Microsoft certified. Keep in mind that the goal
is to find a vendor that can be a long-term partner that will keep up with rapid advancements in AP
technology.
5. Don’t overshoot the available budget: Understanding the budget available for automation keeps
an evaluation team grounded as it evaluates potential solutions and vendors. There is no point in
engaging with a vendor whose technology is too expensive. Selecting a solution that meets budget
constraints will also help win the backing of senior management. Also be on the lookout for potential
additional costs that will result in budget overruns. For instance, try to estimate any professional
services fees required to properly configure a solution, as well as the costs associated with having a
vendor’s staff on-site to implement the system and train your staff. Also consider any overtime that
might be necessary for your staff to work during off-hours to set-up and learn the new system. It also
is important to research support costs, to ensure different vendors offer comparable solutions for
comparable prices and to understand typical increases in support costs and to uncover hidden fees.
6. Make sure your business case covers all of the bases: A business case for AP automation should
include three key elements: the hard savings (e.g. labor costs, physical document storage and retrieval,
software licenses), the soft savings (e.g. faster cycle times, efficiency improvements, enhanced supplier
relations) and risk mitigation (e.g. fewer lost or misplaced invoices, better document tracking and
control, streamlined reporting and disaster recovery). The sections on hard and soft savings should
include conservative, moderate and aggressive estimates. Be sure to calculate your current processing
cost-per-invoice, taking into account the proportion that is non-PO based or non-goods orders, as well
as overhead allocated by the company. Once you have drafted the business case, create a summary
page highlighting the hard and soft savings, risk mitigation and the assumptions used to create them.
A business case for AP automation also typically requires various financial measurements, such as ROI
and total cost of ownership (TCO) to be estimated. Determine which measurements your financial
analysts require in a business case for implementing an AP automation solution. Notably, 80 percent of
AP departments surveyed for AIIM’s report claimed payback on their AP automation initiatives within
18 months. When all of these elements are well-defined and properly articulated in a business case, it
accelerates senior management approval of AP automation investments.
7. Help ensure a smooth implementation: Eighty-one percent of AP departments surveyed for AIIM’s
report stated that it took them less than a year to implement their AP automation solution; 47 percent
of AP departments said implementation took six months or less while 19 percent said implementation
took three months. To ensure a fast implementation, look for vendors with a professional services team
that is skilled in process improvement. Require vendors to conduct a thorough analysis of your current
AP processes, and ensure that they understand your desired end-state, before the implementation
begins. To ensure correct configuration of your system, vendors should become well-versed in an
organization’s processes, applications, challenges and objectives. It’s also important to deploy the
system in controlled phases, rather than all at once, which increases risk. A smooth implementation has
a significant impact on achieving payback on AP automation investments.
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Case Study
Leeco Steel is an example of a company that successfully applied this seven-step process.
Founded in 1882 on Chicago’s West Side as Leopold Iron & Metal, Leeco Steel is a fast-growing supplier of carbon,
HSLA and alloy steels. Since the end of 2013, Leeco has added nine facilities across Canada, Chile, Mexico and the
United States, bringing its total number of facilities to 11.
As a result of the company’s rapid expansion, Leeco outgrew the imaging system it was using alongside its
Microsoft Dynamics GP platform. The steel industry leader needed an AP automation solution that provided access
to images and data via the web, eliminated the manual entry required by Leeco’s old imaging system, and allowed
their IT department to make changes to the platform without having to pay significant programming expenses to
a technology provider. It also was critical that the platform could expand into other departments as the company
continued to grow.
Leeco discovered MetaViewer at the Microsoft Dynamics Convergence event, and the team realized MetaViewer
had the capabilities it was looking for and scheduled a demonstration.
The demonstration confirmed that MetaViewer was the right fit for Leeco’s requirements.
Leeco employees were particularly impressed that MetaViewer could be used simultaneously with Microsoft
Dynamics GP, which would streamline PO reconciliation, among other things. They decided to fully integrate
MetaViewer across its entire Microsoft Dynamics GP ERP platform.
MetaViewer provides Leeco Steel with the ability to scan or directly import invoices, automatically index the
invoices, electronically route the invoices for approval and archive the images and data.
MetaViewer captures critical information upfront in order to further automate Leeco’s AP processing. The platform
uses invoice information such as the invoice type, location and mill to automatically index and electronically store
invoices within a folder structure for fast retrieval.
Since deploying MetaViewer, Leeco has increased its AP productivity by 20 percent, and has achieved “substantial”
savings in time and money. The platform also streamlined the process of reconciling invoices to receipts required
for the company’s month-end financial close. MetaViewer also has enabled them to slash their accrued payables
from $8 million worth of unpaid materials to $1 million, resulting in fewer incorrectly vouchered receipts and
significant time savings.
Leeco Steel also implemented the MetaViewer platform within its AR department.

The Bottom Line
AP departments remain hampered by manual, paper-intensive processes that drive up costs and errors, delay
approval processes and limit visibility into financial information. Automated solutions such as document
management and workflow systems address the challenges of paper to deliver a compelling return on investment,
but selecting the wrong AP automation platform or technology provider can thwart an otherwise solid business
case. Using the seven steps described in this white paper will help organizations define their objectives, determine
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the right solution and pick the right business partner, ensuring that they maximize their investments in AP
automation technology.

About Metafile
Founded in 1979 and headquartered in Rochester, Minn., Metafile is an established, independent and efficient
provider of paperless document management software applications supporting accounts payable, accounts
receivable and human resources departments in middle-market and large businesses nationwide. More than
3,500 organizations have translated Metafile’s content management solutions into enterprise-wide value and a
competitive advantage. MetaViewer is Metafile’s flagship paperless document management solution, offering
paper and electronic invoice capture, web-based workflow, two and three-way matching, real-time graphical
visibility and full ERP integration. Today, more than 15,000 financial professionals worldwide are efficiently
processing more than 15 million paperless transactions per week with the MetaViewer solution. For more
information visit www.metaviewer.com.

About IOFM
The Institute of Finance & Management (IOFM) is the leading source of information, tools and resources for finance
professionals across our focus areas. For more than a quarter of a century, our newsletters, reference publications,
online information services and conferences and events have provided authoritative guidance to corporate
managers across a wide range of disciplines. Learn more at www.iofm.com.
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